Abstract-In this paper, the energy efficiency (EE) of different MIMO diversity schemes is analyzed for the downlink of a two-tier network consisting of both macro-and femto-cells. The locations of the base stations (BSs) in both tiers are modeled by spatial Poisson point processes (PPPs). The EE of the system in b/J/Hz is obtained for different antenna configurations under various diversity schemes. Adaptive modulation is employed to maximize both the throughput and the EE across both tiers. Borrowing well established tools from stochastic geometry, we obtain closed-form expressions for the coverage, throughput, and power consumption for a two tier rate adaptive cellular network. Building on the developed analytical framework, we formulate the resource allocation problem for each diversity scheme with the aim of maximizing the network-wide EE while satisfying a minimum QoS in each tier. We consider that both the number of antennas and the spectrum allocated to each tier constitute the network resource which must be efficiently selected for both tiers to maximize network-wide performance. The best performance in terms of the EE is provided by the schemes which strike a good balance between the achievable maximum throughput and the consumed power (both increasing with the number of RF chains used). In addition, the potential savings in EE by using femto-cells with sleeping mode capabilities are analyzed. It is observed that, when the density of active co-channel femto-cells exceeds a certain threshold, the EE of the system can be significantly improved by sleep scheduling.
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Motivation W ITH THE exponential increase in both the number of users of cellular systems and their bandwidth requirements, the typical approach of network designers has been to increase the data rates that the system can handle and improve the coverage where it is needed. However, until very recently designing for energy efficiency (EE) has not received the im-portance that it deserves in the development of techniques and algorithms for future wireless networks deployments. According to recent studies, around 2% of the CO 2 emissions to the atmosphere comes from the Information and Communication Technology (ICT) industry [1] . In particular, the share for telecommunications is around 1%, and this is directly related to the energy used in the cellular system. Moreover, about 80% of this energy is consumed by the Radio Access Network (RAN). So reducing the energy consumption in cellular networks has therefore both environmental and economical implications.
A promising solution for Next Generation Networks (NGNs) to cope with the demands for better coverage and higher data rates is through the deployment of heterogeneous networks (HetNets) which consist of smaller, cheaper and less energy consuming base stations (BSs) overlaid with the traditional macro BS network [2] . The use of HetNets has the potential to provide both the required coverage and increase the data rates of the users. However, realising such a potential may incur a significant energy penalty if the EE is not used as a metric to design the HetNet, mainly due to the increased co-channel interference. Now, the use of MIMO technologies to improve communications performance has become a requirement for NGNs and it also has the potential to improve EE [3] , [4] . However, the EE of the different MIMO techniques has not yet been analysed in depth, particularly beyond a point-to-point link. The use of multiple antennas has the direct benefit of increasing the average throughput. Nevertheless, the energy consumed also increases with the number of antennas, and this leads to a tradeoff between throughput gains and the energy consumption. Additionally, the densification of the network to deal with traffic growth creates challenges for the efficient management of the available spectrum. While a co-channel deployment seems to be the appropriate choice when dealing with a relatively sparse network to avoid an underutilization of the spectrum, a disjoint channel assignment appears to be the best option for ultra dense deployment. Disjoint channel deployment of small cells has attracted support from 3GPP, whose Release 11 clearly identifies potential gains. Non co-channel deployment not only protects the users from the inter-tier interference but also provides a certain QoS guarantee. Such a deployment has been proposed by both academia [5] and industry [6] . NTT DOCOMO proposed the phantom cell concept, which advocates a deployment in which macro-cells manage the entire control plane, while the user plane is split between macro-and femto-cells [6] . Thus, users with high throughput requirements and low mobility can be served by femto-cells. While disjoint spectrum sharing between tiers seems to be the way ahead, the 0090-6778 © 2015 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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amount of spectrum shared across the tiers must be investigated. The optimal split of spectral resources is a function of various PHY layer parameters. Thus, the optimal allocation requires a characterization of the network wide performance in terms of these design parameters.To this end, the objective of this article is to investigate the design space of two tiered cellular networks where macro and femto-cells are deployed in non cochannel mode. Adaptive modulation is employed in each tier to maximize the attainable performance. BSs are equipped with multiple antennas to further enhance the downlink performance by exploiting the inherent diversity gain. The key objective of this study is to dimension the network-wide resource such that both EE and throughput can be maximized while satisfying some minimum desired QoS at each tier. In order to characterize the performance of a large scale network, Poisson Point Processes (PPPs) [7] have frequently been used to model infrastructure-less networks such as ad-hoc [8] - [10] or femto-cell networks [11] - [14] . In these networks the randomness is an intrinsic ingredient of the network topology. Thus PPPs are a natural choice to capture the spatial dynamics. Furthermore, the use of PPPs has also been extended to model macro-cells [5] , [15] , [16] , since the traditional hexagonal lattice based models only provide an upper bound on the performance of actual networks. Moreover the upperbound comes at the cost of time consuming and tedious simulations and/or numerical integrations. In contrast, PPPs can accurately provide a lower bound on the network performance with an analytically tractable model. Therefore, in this work we make use of stochastic geometry tools to characterize the performance of various diversity schemes in terms of EE for a two tier network to find the diversity scheme and antenna configuration which provides the best performance. In order to characterize the coverage probability of each tier, the analysis carried out in [15] , [17] is generalized and expanded. The optimum diversity scheme combinations along with the number of antennas are then obtained via a simple greedy search. We study both the case where only the energy related to the transmission is considered and the case which includes the total energy consumption (i.e., the energy used for signal processing, cooling, etc.). Finally, the impact of implementing sleep scheduling in the femto-tier is also investigated.
B. Related Work
There have been several works devoted to the study of the EE in heterogeneous networks, most of which consider an hexagonal grid for the modelling of the macro-cells positions. These provide an upper bound on the actual network performance but are unable to effectively produce a tractable framework from which aspects such as the scalability of the network can be evaluated. In [18] the EE gains were analysed by deploying micro-cells with fixed positions at the edge of a macro-cell network placed under the hexagonal lattice model. The area power consumption (defined as the amount of power used per unit area) was obtained as a function of the inter-site distance and it was found that there is an optimum value that minimizes this metric. A more general case was investigated in [19] where system throughput, area power consumption and EE were compared between a homogeneous network (only macro-cells deployed) and a heterogeneous network (consisting of both macro and micro-sites). In this case, the micro-cells were uniformly positioned near the border of each macro-cell, which accounts for a more realistic scenario, as the microcells will serve particular areas where the capacity or coverage needs to be improved, which will not necessarily only be at the edge of a macro-cell. In the case of femto-cell deployments, [20] addressed the compromise between spectral efficiency (or throughput) and EE for a two tier network consisting of macrocells and a given number of femto-cells which are uniformly distributed inside the area of each macro-cell. Both tiers are assumed to operate with maximum ratio combining (MRC) as a diversity scheme and they share the same sub-channels for transmission. The results obtained show the degradation of the macro-cell throughput and the EE increment with an increasing number of femto-cells. Although the works described make use of realistic assumptions, the results were obtained mainly though simulations without providing an analytical framework.
Another trend found in recent works regarding the EE of wireless networks has been to make use of tools from stochastic geometry to characterize the performance of the networks with a tractable approach. The EE of a single-input single-output (SISO) two tier network consisting of both macro-and picocells was analysed in [21] where both tiers were modelled with independent PPPs. Analytical results on the coverage probability, data rates and EE (in bits/s/m −2 /J) were obtained as a function of the base station densities. Also, by considering independent PPPs, [22] evaluated the EE in a scenario consisting of micro-cells and pico-cells. An optimization problem was formulated to obtain the density of pico-cells that maximized the EE of the network with constraints on the outage probabilities of both tiers. The study of EE with the use of PPPs was extended to the multi-antenna case in [13] , where a scenario consisting of a single macro-cell overlaid with a tier of femto-cells modelled with a PPP was analysed. The authors examined the throughput and the EE of a MIMO system with an opportunistic interference alignment scheme in order to mitigate interference. These works efficiently make use of PPP theory to obtain an analytical framework from which the EE of the network was evaluated. However, an open issue still remains when considering the EE aspects of antenna diversity schemes in the context of heterogeneous networks. In particular, the schemes which provide the highest gains in throughput may not necessarily be the ones which attain the highest EE, and so this is the focus of this work.
C. Contributions
In this paper, the EE of different MIMO diversity schemes is analysed for a two-tier network. In our previous work [23] , we considered the EE aspect of Maximum Ratio Transmission (MRT). However, as the power used in the RF chains has a great impact in the overall EE of the network when multiple antennas are used (even more so than the power used for transmission) [24] , in this work we further extend the analysis of EE to other diversity schemes where only some of the available antennas are used for transmission. Our main contributions can now be summarized as follows. Energy efficiency of MIMO diversity schemes: The key aspect of this work is to analyse the performance of different MIMO diversity schemes from an EE point of view (in terms of bits/J/Hz). The schemes analysed in this work are: Joint Antenna Selection (JAS), BeamformingSelection Combining (BF-SC) and MRT. Depending upon the number of antennas used, these schemes cover a wide range of other diversity schemes such as selection combining, maximum ratio combining or beamforming. In this regard, we address how the density of the femto-cells deployed in the network affects the EE for the different diversity schemes. It is worthwhile mentioning that diversity schemes with interferers modelled via a PPP were first analysed for ad-hoc networks in [17] . However, the authors focused on the scalability of the network in terms of transmission capacity and node density. Additionally, in the case of MRT the authors considered a bound on the maximum
i -see later in this paper) in terms of the Frobenius norm. Here, we follow the approach in [25] which provides precise characterization. 1 Optimum diversity schemes and antenna configurations: We obtain the optimum diversity schemes and antenna configurations which yield the best performance in terms of EE for a given density of femto-cells deployed in the area. From this, we can address network design issues such as how the EE of the network is coupled with the number of antennas. Moreover, we deal with aspects such as whether it is more energy efficient to implement the same diversity schemes in both tiers and what antenna configuration will improve the EE metric in each case.
Adaptive modulation with MIMO: We consider the use of adaptive modulation in combination with MIMO spatial diversity to provide a model for practical systems which use a finite number of modulation schemes each of which corresponds to a finite number of possible constellation points.
Sleep mode: The effect of sleep mode with MIMO diversity schemes has not been investigated thoroughly in the context of two tier networks. In this work we analyse the savings when femto-cells are assumed to be able to go into sleep mode when they are not transmitting, thus effectively reducing the average energy used in the femto-cell tier while obtaining the same throughput, i.e. this enhances the EE.
D. Organization
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the system model. The EE metric and its optimization are described in Section III. The expected throughput in each tier is derived in Section IV. Section V describes the analysis of the coverage for both tiers for the diversity schemes studied in this paper: JAS, BF-SC and MRT. The power consumption in the network is derived in Section VI. The simulation results are presented in Section VII. Finally, conclusions are given in Section VIII. 1 Notice that the link success probability computed in [17] is a function of the transmitter-receiver association model. More specifically, in [17] the authors considered the well known bi-polar network model. However, for small cellular networks the performance must be averaged over the spatial distribution of the user. II. SYSTEM MODEL Consider the downlink of an interference limited OFDMA (such as LTE) two-tier network consisting of femto-cell access points (FAPs) and macro-cell base sations (MBSs). The effect of noise will be neglected as interference dominates the overall performance of the network. Note that this is the normal case for most modern cellular networks, where interference is the main performance limiting factor [15] . We focus on a highly dense scenario where both macro-and femto-cells always have a user to serve. We also assume that the total number of available subchannels (S) is divided between tiers, assigning orthogonal sub-channels to each one in a given time slot. So we will have S m < S sub-channels assigned to the macro-cell tier and S f = S − S m sub-channels assigned to the femto-cell tier, such that the inter-tier interference is completely avoided, as the only sources of interference are base stations belonging to the same tier. As we are assuming a reuse factor of 1, all the cells in the network use the same sub-channels for transmission.
The propagation model is assumed to be a composite of Rayleigh flat-fading and path loss. 
, where R j,k i is the distance from the j-th transmitter to the k-th user in tier i and α i is the path loss exponent. In the femto-cell tier we use different values for the path loss exponent of the desired link (α 0 ) and the path loss exponent of an interferer link (α f ), as the later can experience different propagation scenarios [26] . The mean total transmitted power of a base station in tier i ∈ {f , m} is denoted as P tx i , where "f "and "m" refer to "femto" and "macro", respectively. It is assumed that when a complex symbol (s j,k i ) from the j-th transmitter to the k-th user is sent, then E s
Femto-cells are assumed to operate in closed subscriber mode [27] , and so they will only serve their subscribed users. As femto-cell users are assumed to be located indoors, so a wall partition loss (W i , i ∈ {f , m}) must be considered. This corresponds to the power which is lost when the RF signal passes through a wall (for the macro-cell tier the users are assumed to be located outdoors, and so we consider W m = 1). The tiers are modeled by two independent homogeneous PPPs ( i , i ∈ {f , m}) where the number of macro-and femto-cells in each tier are random variables following a Poisson distribution with positions uniformly distributed across the total area of the network. The intensity characterizing the number of base stations per unit area is λ i . In the case of femto-cells, a Medium Access Probability (MAP) ρ f is considered, where in the current time slot, each femto-cell decides whether to transmit (with probability ρ f ) or not. Therefore, the effective intensity of the transmitting femto-cells is given by ρ f λ f . The use of the MAP derives from the fact that the coexistence of femto-cells in the area of the network creates a need to control the co-channel interference, and this can be implemented by a MAP. It is worthwhile noting that a scenario in which femto-cells operate in CSMA/CA mode can be modelled by simply letting ρ f be a function of a carrier sensing region, as in [28] , [29] . To reduce interference, as in practial scenarios, macro-cells are assumed to be sectorized with N S sectors and so the effective intensity of the interferers in this tier is considered to be
. 2 In a highly dense scenario such as the one described, all sectors in a macrocell are considered to be active but all of them use different subchannels, in order to effectively reduce the interference.
In the femto-cell tier each femto-cell user is assumed to be associated with a FAP, and its position randomly (uniformly) located in the coverage area of the femto-cell, which is assumed to the inside of a circle with radius R c . Therefore, the distance of the user to its FAP (R [11] . On the other hand, in the macro-cell tier a user is associated with the closest BS, and this is the so called "closest association scheme" [15] . This means that R j,j m is a random variable following the distribution of the distance to the closest base station, which for a homogeneous PPP was shown in [15] to be Rayleigh, i.e., f R j,j m (r) = e −λ m πr 2 2λ m πr, for r ≥ 0. The scenario just described is depicted in Fig. 1 (a) where both tiers can be observed. Note that under the closest association scheme used for the macrocell tier, the cells form a Voronoi tesselation. In Fig. 1 (b) the typical users of each tier are depicted, along with the distances to their associated base stations.
In the next section, the EE metric used is described and the main problem is clearly formulated.
III. ENERGY EFFICIENCY
To characterize the EE of the system, we make use of the common metric defined in the Energy Consumption Rating (ECR) initiative [30] , as
where T is the effective throughput of the network in bps/Hz and P is the total power consumption in Watts. In order to obtain the EE of the diversity schemes studied in this work, we need to characterize both the total expected throughput of the network as well as the total power used. The problem to be addressed in this work is an optimization problem where the optimum diversity scheme, as well as antenna configuration, is obtained for a given density of femtocells deployed in the area, with QoS contraints. So, for each diversity scheme, the problem is defined as
where T m and T f stand for (respectively) the expected throughput per base station in the macro-and femto-cell tier; ρ f is the MAP value which maximizes the throughput in the femto-cell tier (see Sections IV and V); u i (i ∈ {f , m}) is the number of users served by each base station;
are (respectively) the expected throughput experienced by a user in the macro-and femto-cell tier; P m and P f represent (respectively) the power consumed per MBS and FAP; and S m is the number of subchannels assigned to the macro-cell tier. Additionally, q ∈ [0, 1] is a quality of service requirement ensuring that a user in the tier with smaller throughput experiences at least a fraction (q) of the throughput of a user in the tier providing the highest throughput. The expression in (2) can be solved for S m as a function of the other optimization variables (M t i , M r i ) using the fact that the spectrum allocation is a linear combination with constraints on the minimum throughput requirement. Therefore, the EE would be maximized by assigning the maximum portion of the spectrum to the tier providing the highest EE, but the constraints set a limit on the spectrum allocated to the tier which experiences the lower expected throughput per user. The optimum value is then found when the constraints are met with equality, and is given by
Now, both, the expected throughput and the power consumed depend on the diversity schemes and the number of antennas used in each case. These parameters need to be estimated in order to obtain the EE of the network in (2) . We proceed to find expressions for the total expected throughput in Section IV, which is a function of the coverage probability (F c SIR i (β i ), see Section V). Then, we investigate the total power consumed in each tier in Section VI.
IV. NETWORK THROUGHPUT
In most modern wireless communication systems, the use of adaptive modulation according to the channel conditions has been used to maximize the throughput [32] . To the best of our knowledge no previous papers have studied adaptive modulation of MIMO diversity schemes with BSs deployed following a PPP. In this paper, we will further develop this scenario and study the performance of the diversity techniques under an adaptive modulation scheme for a two tier network. So, depending on the channel conditions, the symbols to be transmitted are chosen from a finite set of different constellations. Assuming R modulation schemes, in a given transmission then the normalized data rate that this system handles is given by r o i = log 2 1 +
, with o = 1, 2, . . . , R, i ∈ {f , m} and G is the Shannon gap for un-coded QAM. In an adaptive modulation scheme, the average throughput per base station in each tier can be expressed as [32] 
Therefore, the total throughput in each base station for each tier is given by 
where F c
is the cumulative complementary distribution function (CCDF) of the SIR i , and r 0 m = r 0 f = 0. Note that for the femto-cell tier, we have added the value of ρ f , which accounts for the MAP of the femto-cell tier. This is due to the fact that ρ f represents the percentage of time in which a femto-cell will be transmitting. The selection of MAP as the MAC strategy is justified given the fact that the femto-cells are limited in power, and so simpler algorithms are expected. Also, by having a MAP assigned, no power is expended for cooperation in the femto-cell tier.
As is clear from (5) and (6), we need to compute F c SIR i
(β i ), defined as the coverage probability (which is formally described in the next section), in order to obtain the total throughput for each tier. The expression for the coverage probability is different between tiers and for different diversity schemes. In the next section, we examine the coverage probability for each of the schemes addressed in this work.
V. COVERAGE
The coverage probability of each tier F c SIR i (β i ), i ∈ {f , m} is defined as the probability that the received SIR is above a certain threshold (β i ), which depends on the required QoS (i.e., 
A. Joint Antenna Selection (JAS)
We first analyse the case of transmit antenna selection at the transmitter and selection combining at the receiver side, i.e., the transmitter and the receiver jointly select the link with the best instantaneous channel and so, only one antenna RF chain remains turned on (i.e., using energy) at both transmitter and receiver sides. [15] , without loss of generality we place a typical user at the origin and obtain its statistics. In this case, the received signal in the optimum link is given by
where h j,0 i is the interfering channel coefficient corresponding to the link between the j-th transmitter and the desired user, for i ∈ {f , m}. From (7), the SIR can be computed as
where I i corresponds to the interference due to the PPP i and g j,0 = |h j,0 i | 2 represents the power of the channel between the j-th interferer and the desired user, with g j,0 ∼ Exp(1). The CCDF of |h i | 2 is obtained by using the fact that the CDF for an exponential random variable with mean equal to 1 is given by 
where binomial expansion notation is used. Using (9) in (8), the coverage probability can be expressed as
where 
, and 2 F 1 (a, b; c; x) is the hypergeometric function. Note that when M t i = 1 or M r i = 1, the expressions in (11) and (12) reduce (respectively) to the scenarios of a SIMO system performing selection combining at the receiver, or a MISO system selecting the best antenna at the transmitter.
B. Beamforming-Selection Combining (BF-SC)
In this scheme, beamforming is performed at the transmitter, while selection combining is performed at the receiver. The receiver selects the antenna,l, with the largest value of h i (l) 2 , out of the M r i possible branches, i.e.,l = arg max
where h i (l) corresponds to the l-th row vector of H i , and only its corresponding RF chain remains turned on. Now, h i (l) 2 is a random variable which follows a χ 2 distribution with 2M t i degrees of freedom. We will denote as 2 , the random variable that corresponds to the maximum value among M r i random variables, each one χ 2 distributed and having 2M t i degrees of freedom. The information about the selected antenna at the receiver's side is fed back to the transmitter so that it can perform beamforming. Therefore, all RF chains remain on at the transmitter side, while at the receiver only one RF is used. On the transmitter side, the complex symbol to be sent, s i , is precoded before transmission
s i , i ∈ {f , m}. So the received signal (at the receiver's single antenna which remains turned on) is given by represent the j-th interference link channel vector and the beamforming vector in the j-th link, respectively, for i ∈ {f , m}. From (13), the SIR can be obtained as
We use the fact that a linear combination of Gaussian random variables is also Gaussian, and so the power fading coefficients of the interferers g j,0 follow an exponentially distributed random variable [17] . Now, the cumulative complementary density function, of the random variableh i , can be expressed as [17] 
and the sum runs over all ordered w-tuples of positive integers (including zero) less than M t i − 1 which add to p. Using (15) , and the expression in (14) , then the coverage can be expressed as
Using the expressions for K(R i , s) presented in the Appendix, the coverage now becomes 
Note that by substituting M t i for M r i and vice-versa, the formulas obtained apply to a scenario now with antenna selection at the transmitter and MRC at the receiver (AS-MRC). Also, when M r i = 1, a pure beamforming scenario is addressed.
C. Maximum Ratio Transmission (MRT)
MRT consists of beamforming at the transmitter and MRC at the receiver [33] . Thus, in MRT scheme, all RF chains remain on at both transmitter, and receiver. The complex symbol to be sent, s i , is first precoded at the transmitter with an M t i × 1 beamforming vector v i , which is the eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue ( max ) of the Wishart matrix (H i ) H H i . The received signal vector is then given by 
where g j,0 ∼ Exp(1) represents the fading power coefficient for the link between the desired user and the j-th source of interference. The SIRs in (20) follow from the fact that with MRC, the resulting interference is a weighted combination of complex Gaussian random variables, which is again Gaussian. This makes the power of the interference a sum of exponential random variables, just as in the case of a SISO system [25] . Now, from (20) , this coverage probability is related to the CDF of the maximum eigenvalue ( max ) of a Wishart matrix, which was originally obtained in [34] as
and (x) is a Hankel matrix whose elements are given by ( (x)) i,j = γ (i + j − 1, x) with γ (a, b) being the lower incomplete Gamma function. In [25] an alternative expression was found as a sum of exponential functions. Using this alternative expression ([25, eq. (15)]) and applying the definition in (20) , the coverage probability is given as where d p,w is a coefficient which can be obtained from | (x)| [25] . Using the expressions for K(R i , s) presented in the Appendix, the coverage probabilities for each tier are given in (22) and (23), shown at the bottom of the page. By substituting the appropriate expressions for the coverage probability in each tier (as stated in the previous section) into (5) and (6) respectively, the throughput for each tier can be obtained. Depending on the particular scenario there is an optimal MAP value ρ f which maximizes the throughput of femto-cells, i.e., ρ f = arg max
The expressions for the coverage probability in the femto-cell tier preserve the exponentially decreasing shape as a function of ρ f (because of the Gamma function), while the multiplication by the linear increasing factor ρ f means that the resulting expressions have an ALOHA like shape. This is shown in Fig. 2 of Section VII, where, depending upon the density of femto-cells, there is an optimum value for ρ f . Unfortunately, the optimum MAP cannot be obtained in closed form expression, given the fact that the summations in (12) , (18) and (23) are not known in theory. However, the MAP value can be computed by extending the summations for each configuration of antennas, then taking the derivative of (6), equating to zero and solving for ρ f = ρ f , with the restriction that the resulting value is between 0 and 1. This can be carried out with the aid of a symbolic software program like Maple. 
VI. NETWORK POWER
We make use of the power consumption model presented in [18] , [19] , [35] for both macro and femto-cells:
Here a i is a parameter dependent on the transmitted power of the base station (P tx i ), which is related to the efficiency of the power amplifier, and b i is a parameter independent of the transmission power which deals with the power used for signal processing, cooling effects of the site and battery backup. A power penalty for the CSI acquisition is not considered, as the transmitters in both tiers only require the channel information of the desired link which needs only a small number of bits to be fed back to the transmitter. We also assume typical values for the components of the power consumption model ( [18] , [31] ) as presented in Table I .
Most of the works related to EE, only consider the power consumed at the transmitter side when analysing the downlink of a communication system [21] , [22] , [36] , [37] . However in this paper, we also consider the power consumed at the User Equipment (UE), given the fact that not taking this power
into consideration would result in an unfair comparison of the models when different numbers of antennas are assumed at the receiver. In [38] , an analysis was carried out for the case of a system using the 802.11n standard for transmission (which is also used by several smartphones) and the mean power consumed was obtained using a Network Interface Card (NIC) when up to 3 antennas were used for reception. These values are presented in Table I , under the parameter P M r i UE , i ∈ {f , m}. Note that "UE" stands for User Equipment. By using the models previously described, the macro-and femto-tier total power consumption models per base station are given by
whereM t i andM r i represent the effective number of antennas (RF chains) used depending upon the diversity scheme. Namely, for MRTM (24) and (25) are not scaled by the number of antennas, given that the total power radiated from all the antennas is equal to P tx i . By substituting the values for T i and P i (i ∈ {f , m}) into (2) we can obtain the EE metric for each diversity scheme analysed. Now, from the expressions for coverage probability previously derived, the optimization problem in (2) is intractable for different values of M t i and M r i (i ∈ {f , m}). However, as we are dealing with a finite search space, we resort to an extensive search over the optimizing variables to obtain the results.
A. Sleep Mode
One of the techniques from which further improvements can be obtained in the power savings of a communications system is through the use of sleeping modes, as highlighted in [1] , [36] . In a sleeping mode, a component of the communication system can be partially or completely shut down when its full operation is not justified. The use of sleeping modes in this work fits naturally in the context of the femto-cell MAP. Before sending information, each FAP decides individually whether to transmit (with probability ρ f ) or not (with probability 1 − ρ f ). If a FAP decides that it is not going to transmit in the current time slot, then there is a potential saving in the power used if this femtocell can shut down its operation during the duration of the time slot.
Considering FAPs with sleep mode capabilities and neglecting the power consumed in a FAP when it goes into sleep mode (perfect sleep mode), then (25) becomes
The improvements in the EE of the network with the use of femto-cell sleeping mode are presented in the next section. It is worthwhile mentioning that we are not considering the small energy which is used in switching from sleep to active mode, but it could easily be incorporated into the calculations. 
VII. RESULTS
Simulation results are now presented in Figs. 2-6 for both Monte-Carlo simulations (i.e., circles, with 2 × 10 4 runs for each point) and the analytical plots (i.e., the lines). Note that the simulations lie (almost exactly) on the analytical plots. The parameters used for the simulations are given in Table I and we deliberately chose them similar to other publications [11] , [18] . Given the fact that the user equipment is comprised of battery limited devices, the scenarios simulated in this work consider a maximum of M r i = 2 antennas per user, whereas the number of antennas in the BSs can be up to M t m = 4 in the macro-cell tier, and M t f = 3 for FAPs. In the simulations, we analysed different combinations of the diversity schemes previously described in each tier to obtain the optimum values of EE in each case. For all the diversity schemes and configurations we allocated the optimum portion of spectrum (S m ) and for femto-cells we use the optimum value of the MAP (ρ f ) in order to obtain the higher gains in throughput. Without loss of generality, in the simulations we have assumed that there are R = 8 integer available data rates (i.e., r 1 i = 1, r 2 i = 2, . . . , r 8 i = 8, i ∈ {f , m}). All the combinations of the diversity schemes analysed are presented in Table II. In Fig. 2 the throughput of the femto-cell tier is presented as a function of the MAP (ρ f ) for the main diversity schemes analysed, and with different values of the wall partition loss W f . It can be seen that there is an optimum value (ρ f ) that maximizes the throughput, and this varies depending upon the interference experienced. With a fixed density of femto-cells deployed in the area, a higher value of W f translates into a smaller interference experienced in the desired link, and so, the optimum MAP ρ f has a higher value. On the other hand, a small value for W f represents a higher interference, and so ρ f is smaller.
In Fig. 3 , we present a comparison between the achievable EE when different diversity schemes are used in the femtocell tier. In order to clarify the comparison, we kept the same diversity scheme and antenna configuration in the macro-cell tier, i.e. MRT with M t m = 4, M r m = 2. On the other hand, in the femto-cell tier we show a contrast between different diversity schemes and antenna configurations. The results obtained help us to gain some insight in the inherent tradeoff of throughput and EE. For example, while using MRT at the femto-cell tier would result in the highest achievable throughput for femtocell users, a scheme with JAS outperforms MRT in terms of EE for the same number of antennas (M t f = 3, M t f = 2 in this case). Given that in a JAS scheme there will only be one RF chain left turned on at the transmitter and receiver whereas in MRT all the RF chains remain on, the results show that selectively keeping just a few chains for transmission generates higher gains on the overall EE. Therefore, a tradeoff between the throughput and the power of the system is evident. Moreover, we also observe that the EE achieved with a MRT scheme with M t f = 3, M t f = 2 in the femto-cell tier is actually inferior to the SISO case. Additionally, we note that a simple MRC in the femto-cell tier (MRT with M t f = 1) can actually outperform a MRT with multiple antennas at the FAP (MRT with M t f > 1). This result not only reinforces the previous statement about the gains in EE due to savings in energy resulting from the use of less RF chains, but also shows that not all MIMO schemes achieve gains over a SISO case and the antenna configuration needs to be carefully selected for different combinations of diversity schemes.
In Fig. 4 the EE of the system is presented when only the power related to transmission is considered at the transmitter (i.e., b f = b m = 0 in (24) and (25)). This scenario is important when the main concern in the system is the amount of transmit power radiated at the transmission side. The plots presented correspond to some of the schemes yielding the best performance (given all the possible schemes from Table II ) and the SISO case is included for comparison purposes. It can be seen that increasing the number of available antennas at the transmitter side (for both macro-and femto-cells) has the direct effect of increasing the EE in most of the configurations. So regardless of the number of femto-cells deployed, the use of more antennas is usually desirable at the transmitter side. Additionally, the diversity schemes that provide the better results are the ones that use a higher number of the available antennas (from all those available), e.g. MRT (in which all RF chains are used), BF-SC (where all RF chains at the transmitter are used, while at the receiver only one RF remains turned on) and their combinations. In contrast, diversity schemes involving JAS (in which only one RF chain remains on at transmitter and receiver side) do not achieve the best performance in these scenarios. This can be understood intuitively, given the fact that by fixing the same amount of transmitted power for all configurations, the gains in throughput also account for higher gains in EE. In Fig. 5 the EE of the system is obtained when we consider the total power (i.e., transmit power plus all other power components) at the transmitter side. The configurations with the highest achieved EE, along with results for a SISO system, are all presented. It can be seen that the increase in the number of femto-cells increases the EE of the system up to a certain threshold, after which the energy consumed by the femto-cells outweighs the gain in throughput, thus reducing the overall EE. We observe that, when the mean number of femto-cells deployed in the area of a macro-cell is approximately below 390, the best performance in EE is provided by a system with AS-MRC at both the macro-cell and femto-cell tier with M t m = 4, M r m = 2 and M t f = 3, M r m = 2. However, when the mean number of femto-cells exceeds this value, a system with MRT at the macro-cell tier (M t m = 4, M r m = 2) and JAS at the femto-cell tier (M t f = 3, M r f = 2) shows better results. These results show that the savings in power by not using all the RF chains is more beneficial to the EE than the gains in throughput obtained when all chains remain on. This is in contrast to the case when only the power used for transmission was considered. Moreover, for each antenna configuration there is a mean number of femtocells which maximizes the EE of that configuration. From the results we also observe that in the femto-cell tier, the power consumed in the RF chains has a greater effect on the total EE compared to the increased gains in throughput resulting from using all the RF chains. That is, the gains in throughput obtained have much lesser impact on the EE than the total power used when a higher number of antennas (and their respective RF chains) are employed.
In Fig. 6 the improvements in the EE of the network can be observed when the femto-cells are equipped with sleep mode capabilities (using (26) ). The schemes which provided the highest gains in EE at high femto-cell density are presented. It can be seen that the results can be divided into three regions. In the first region, the number of femto-cells deployed is small enough so that the interference in this tier is low and deploying more femto-cells is directly reflected in an increase in the EE of the system, up to a maximum value where the interference dominates the gains in throughput. In the second region, the increase in the number of femto-cells creates high interference in the tier, and so, the power consumed by the FAPs starts outweighing the increase in throughput, and the overall EE starts to decrease. Finally, there is a third region, in which the interference is still high and so there is not a lot of gain in the throughput, but the number of femto-cells which start to go into sleep mode is higher, and the power savings associated with this boosts the overall EE of the system. It is interesting to see that the results can provide insight into two main behavioural parts: the diversity scheme (and antenna configuration) dominating part, and the sleep mode dominating part. It can be concluded that for relatively small interference in the femto-cell tier, the highest gains in EE of the system come from the particular diversity scheme selected and the number of antennas used. Alternatively, for high interference, the savings in power consumption by using sleep mode have a bigger impact on the EE of the system than the achievable gains of the diversity schemes.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this work, the achievable EE was obtained for different MIMO diversity schemes in a two tier network consisting of macro-cells and femto-cells. The optimal diversity schemes and antenna configurations were obtained for realistic parameters found in practice, and as we vary these parameters, (e.g., propagation exponent, wall partition loss and MBS density) the optimal configurations vary as well. The results illustrate the tradeoff between the energy consumption and the performance expected in terms of overall throughput. We observe that in general, for the macro-cell tier a higher number of antennas is normally desirable, regardless of the diversity scheme used. Additionally, the best performance in EE comes for a combination of different diversity schemes in the macro-and femto-cell tier, along with their respective optimum antenna configurations.
Results also show that when only the RF transmission power is considered for the EE, the use of a larger number of antennas (on both femto-cell and macro-cell downlink) increases the EE of the network (assuming the same transmitted power in all antenna configurations). Moreover, in this scenario diversity schemes using more RF chains such as combinations of MRT and BF-SC have the best performance. Alternatively, when other contributions to the overall network power consumption are also considered, a direct increase in the number of antennas can reflect gains in the EE, but the antenna configuration must be carefully selected in order to obtain gains in EE with respect to a SISO system. Furthermore, the optimal diversity schemes are normally the ones in which not all the antennas (and their respective RF chains) are used, such as combinations of BF-SC and JAS. Further improvements in the EE of the system were observed by equipping femto-cells with sleeping mode capabilities directly related to the medium access probability. We noted that there exists a threshold for the number of femto-cells which can be deployed in the network. Below this threshold, the best performance in EE comes by having all the femtocells transmitting and the diversity schemes are the dominating factor. Alternatively, above this threshold some femto-cells can be shut down, effectively increasing the EE and the sleep mode then becomes the dominating factor for the overall EE of the system. This latter case applies to scenarios with high traffic loads. expected value in (36) with respect to the closest neighbour, yields
This concludes the evaluation of K i (s, R i )). 
